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What is the ultimate goal of human life? What is the ultimate truth of all existence? The
answers to both of these lie in a single source, which is the highest point human thinking and
consciousness has ever reached: This source is called Advaita Vedanta. This is the universal
truth for all of humanity.
For various reasons, recorded and compiled literature of Vedanta is available presently in India,
and in the same language, Sanskrit. This does not make Vedanta Indian or Hindu. Vedanta is
Global. It is Universal. It is Truth. Vedanta is the end wisdom of the vast collection known as
Vedas. It is condensed in Upanishads.
Kanchi Mahaperiyava Chandrasekharendra Saraswathi has said that there are records of
Vedanta existing in the entire world, divided into 32 geographic regions. Vedic language, He
said, is the oldest and universal language, even Sanskrit and Tamil are descended from it, also
proving how each letter of Vedic language transformed in different cultures.
By its nature of Truth, Vedanta is called non-dual or Advaita. The appearance of entire world, as
distinct objects, is illusion or Maya. It is all just creation in a dream. The Self is in reality the
dreamer, not this human with body and mind, which is just one of many characters in the dream.
God is that highest character who is beyond the universe, creating and destroying it. Since the
Self creates the universe of illusion like in a dream, the Self is God, or Parabrahma. The objects
in universe is not distinct. It is all one consciousness, just as dream with all its characters is one
unit. Sarvam Brahmamayam. Characters in your dream are essentially you.
Since the Self is the origin of the world, the Self, which is God or Truth, is the Mother. Spiritual
Path is simply, we the children (ego and individuality) going back to the Mother (pure
consciousness or truth). This is Vedanta. It is simply, the honored wisdom, Sri Vidya. The
Mother is simple Sri Maatha or Amma. Sri Vidya is Vedantic, and is beyond the six sects or
Shanmathas of Hindu faith.
Thus, the Self or Amma, who is pure undivided consciousness creates the illusion of this world,
and illusion of Self as an individual with ego. Why? Leela or play, says Vedanta. Amma being
playful, is called Lalitha. But, why? Bhagavatham 10.32.20-21 says, Krishna often manifests
and vanishes, playing so with Gopis. The intention is, absence creates a more intense desire to
unite, and when attained, the joy is more.
Varaha Upanishad says human birth comes only after gaining merit in 1000s of previous
non-human births. This is in accordance with Evolution Theory, starting with Algae, to plants,
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